The phenomenon of verse-syntax heteromorphy, frequently described in terms of enjambement or run-on lines, is investigated in its structural and functional aspects. Investigating the basis for the tradition of conceiving the phenomenon as a kind of counterpoint, this structural analogy, being found to hold an intuitive attraction, is analysed with a view to its functional implications: what does it imply for the contrapuntal phenomenon in terms of perception/performance to be conceived in terms of different scenarios of force-dynamic emphasis on its structurally constitutive terms? The four basic scenarios of run-on, enjambement, vemficational pseudosyntax and garden path versification are thus analysed. Next, the investigation turns to focus on the theoretical implications of different conceptions of syntactic movement as observed to relate to different conceptions of verse-linear space. An emergent pattern of conceptual mind-body continuity is discussed with a constant view, on the one hand, to the phenomenal specifics of verse-syntax counterpoint and, on the other, the deeper phenomenological significance to be drawn from analysing this structure. The phenomenon is finally found as being meaningful, articulating basic experience, in a broader existential perspective.
Verse-syntax heteromorphy as poetic counterpoint
A central discipline of poetics, grammetrics (Wesling 1993 (Wesling , 1996 studies the interaction of the linguistic semiotic of grammar and the aesthetic semiotic of metre. While the latter is taken in its broadest sense to include not only auditory (traditionally metrical) but also visual verse form (the line as a graphic unit), the former naturally includes syntax, the study of sentence structure and function.
In modern written verse, particularly, the relation of sentence structure to line is of fundamental significance. In a-metrical or "free" verse, by definition counting out the concept of metre, this relation is essential. Lines that end with a syntactic break (usually but not necessarily marked by punctuation) are called end-stopped. Conversely, lines that end at a point of syntactic incompletion are called run-on or, with the adoption of the French term, described as characterised by enjambement.
In the following lines by T. S. Eliot, from the opening of "East Coker", the second of the Four Quartet?. Is an open field, or a factor)', or a by-pass.
-every other line, then, will be seen to be of a different grammetrical nature; the even ones are "end-stopped", by a comma and a full stop, respectively, whereas the uneven ones are "enjambed" or "run-on". Yet, as we shall see in due course, these latter terms, as invitations to conception, are not as synonymous as they might seem; what they imply are different performative attitudes to the basic structural situation of conflictual heteromorphy between the continuity of syntax, intrinsically moving forward, and the discontinuity of verse, stopping at the line-end (Tsur 1998 (Tsur , 2002 While also a possibility in metrical verse, such grammetrical "interplay" is often described, with a term borrowed from music, as counterpoint (Brogan 1993) . Even if perhaps not exacdy adequate as far as the traditional theory of musical counterpoint is concerned (the phenomenon being conceived as structure of "punctus contra punctum", or note against note), the interartistic analog)' does become especially meaningful when viewed in the light of Ernst Kurth's theory of counterpoint; here the phenomenon is conceived as the simultaneous unfolding of two melodic lines. Thus, we shall conceive the conflict between the 'line' syntax and the line of verse in terms of counterpoint, that is, in the specific sense of a conflict between two simultaneously unfolding semiotic 'lines' or, as we may also say, systems of punctuation. For, as observed by Eliot, "[v] erse, whatever else it may or may not be, is itself a system of punctuation" (Eliot in Ricks 1987: 89) . Indeed, it seems, this is how the structural situation is intuited in the most perceptive accounts of the phenomenon. As theorised by Ricks, following Eliot: "(T] he poet has at his command this further 'system of punctuation'. The white space at the end of a line of poetry constitutes some kind of pause" (Ricks 1987: 89) . A similar recognition of the existence of a 'system of end-line pausai punctuation' informs the following account:
A poet has in his control a double system of (potential) pauses, one controlled by grammar and the other by the ends of his lines. If the two coincide in 'end-stopped verse', there is a reinforcement of pauses; if they do not, there is a kind of counterpoint of the two systems (Turner 1973: 38) .
That is to say, the 'punctuation' by way of verse, in the shape of end-line pausing, may be conceived as running counter to that of syntax, 1 thus producing a grammetrically contrapuntal structure. This structural situation, in other words, can be described as one of force (syntactic motion) and counterforce (versificational paths as defined by terminal barriers). Thus, further description of this most centrally grammetrical scenario may benefit from theoretical reflection in terms of force dynamics.
Scenarios of grammetrical conceptualisation
It seems that there are four possible scenarios pertaining to the perception and conception, hence readerly performance, of verse-syntactic heteromorphy.
I) Run-on. Syntax (as always constituting the imaginary extension -primarily through the agency of the moving eye (and subvocal speech) in the process of reading -of readerly consciousness, itself a metaphorical extension of the II) Enjambement. In this conceptual scenario, by contrast, syntax encounters a barrier in the shape of the line-end. It is forced only at an effort, and so by observing a pause; indeed this is an encounter in the sense of the parties countering each other, implying a conflict of opposing forces.
So conceived, the lines might be performed: 3 2 Note however the fact that it is not the line but actually syntax that is doing the running. We shall return to the interesting phenomenological implications of such conceptual (con) fusion presently. The metaphorical term enjambement expresses this situation, the 'straddling' of its etymology implying a doubly phased sequence of events: first, a temporary arrest of morion while preparing to engage the obstacle; secondly, the engaging of the obstacle by way of straddling.
In the force-dynamic structure of this scenario, then, syntax plays the part of an agonist subdued at first or held back in hesitation at the sight of the obstacle, then however gaining strength to overcome it (See figure 2). III) Versificationalpseudosyntax. Now we are stepping outside the bounds of what is traditionally termed. Yet, in any sensitive act of verse reading, the phenomenon to be treated here will be conceived of, however tacitly. In this scenario, syntax encounters in the shape of the line-end an obstacle too great to be forced; indeed, syntax is barred by it from continuing into the next line. Attempting to break the 'door', as it were, syntax is itself broken. This is what happens when verse makes, on the basis of broken syntax, a new form of wholeness, a versificational pseudosentence (Kjorup 2003) , complete with meaning, however ill-formed according to natural linguistic criteria.
This structural scenario invites the reader to feel himself a leader in the creative process of meaning-generation, steering it with a semantic compass which is uniquely aesthetic, rather than linguistic.
No established term adequately metaphorises this structural interrelationship of line and syntax. A workable term could be counter-enjambement (Levin 1971) . In this contrapuntal framework, the following "enjambing" line might invite this "counter-enjambing" interpretation:
In my beginning is my end. > In succession /,/ -implying an extended paradox to the effect that not only is the end in the beginning, but the end is in succession. No less paradoxically, "succession" itself is barred from syntactically linking with the immediately succeeding line (Incidentally, interlinear barring/closure is in this case reinforced by intralinear parallelism: "In ~ In").
In the force-dynamic structure of this scenario, syntax plays the part of an agonist vanquished by an antagonistic line-end (See figure 3). IV) Versificational garden path. In this scenario, syntax seems at first to have run its course upon reaching line-end. The line appears end-stopped, only to have its identity revealed, in the next line, as actually run-on. This is the classic instance of versificational garden path (Kjorup 2003) . In the interlinear reading of the following lines:
Houses rise and fall, crumble, / are extended, / Are removed, destroyed, / restored, or in their place / -line-initial "Are" is still felt to be implied in the line-terminal phrase "[are] in their place". Only as the following line is reached, does syntax unfold fully so as to reveal that the prepositional phrase "in their place", until this point having been construed as not only line-terminal but also, implicitly (by the very segmentational agency of the line-end), as sentence-terminal, now instead is initial in what turns out to be a new sentential whole:
(5b) Is an open field, or a factory, or a by-pass.
The sudden reference to opening here, incidentally, seems particularly effective, emerging at the beginning of the new line as a figure on the background of what was perceived, at the end of the preceding line, as a figure of closure. When detected in prose, garden path ambiguity is readily interpreted -by means of syntactic reinterpretation -as an accidental product of the linearity of the written sequence, decoded in the process of reading:
The horse raced past the barn fell being the canonical example. Only as the last word is reached, does the reader realise that this, rather than "raced", is to be the finite verb of the sentence. In verse, by contrast, this phenomenon is interpreted not as an accident, but as the essentially intentional product of the added dimension of verse linearity itself.
( 7) The horse raced past the barn fell. 4 In this scenario, rather than playing the role of a leader in the creative process of meaning-generation by way of aesthetic form, the reader is apt to feel led, indeed misled, as a patient 'suffering' a trick played on him by writerly intention. When well-played, the trick is enjoyed; when over-or otherwise illplayed, it is at best endured. What is exploited in this scenario of spatiotemporally unfolding structures is the moment of surprise. A few remarks on this type of effect may be in place. As we know from aesthetic experience, not only of poetry but of other art forms as well, a work of art that exploits the moment of surprise for the sake of no greater revelation than the momentary rush of short-term satisfaction characteristic of the surprise effect, may run the risk of wearing down at second sight, indeed, of losing sight, as it were, of its chance of survival. Now, as a particular effect of grammetrical structure, the versificational garden path may be understood, in terms of a genetically characteristic function, posited somewhere between the jocular, perhaps dramatically comical, and the narrative. First, to some extent its structure resembles that of the joke in which the timing of the point is everything, in the preparation of the punchline (for the same reason running the risk of leaving nothing to retell: lines of this type seldom punch back, getting their second chance only as soon as forgotten). Thus relying on a rationale of immediate unrepeatability, the effect might be seen as verging dangerously on a structure essentially a-lyrical. Second, positively, the versificational garden path may be seen to rely on a fundamentally narrative principlethe temporality of telling. Thus, by drawing out sense "variously from one verse into the other", 5 it relies on a principle indeed susceptible of the essential weakness of temporality itself, namely, wearing down. For this reason, possibly, the effects of versificational garden path ambiguity will be seen to succeed to a greater extent in epic poetry than is perhaps possible in lyric poetry, Milton appearing to demonstrate the recipe for success.
In the force-dynamic structure of this scenario syntax, or the moving eye following its course, seems at first versificationally unhindered, the reader being under the impression of it being complete at line-end; the syntactic interpretation process of reading then continues from the assumption that the next line commences a new syntactic whole, forcing the surprised reader to return to the first line in order to revise the reading of its syntax (See figure 4). Thus, run-on line represents a way of conceiving the phenomenon of versesyntactic heteromorphy that tends to ignore, or rather not manifest in readerlv perception, the potentially hampering implications of the line boundary, running instead along with the movement of the sentence.
Generally, we seem to conceive syntactic wholes (sentences) and partial wholes (clauses) as forms of motion, drawing on the conceptual metaphor FORM IS MOTION and within the range of motional source domains (Lakoff & Turner 1989 ):
Sentences and clauses are forms. By FORM IS MOTION, these sentences and clauses are understood as moving, as when we say "This sentence runs on too long", "This paragraph flows nicely", "That paragraph stops abruptly", and so on. Through this metaphor, each clause has a motion that stops when the clause ends (Lakoff & Turner 1989: 155f) .
As evidenced in the examples cited, the motional source domains invoked to target the concept of syntactic form as motion include manners of human (or animal, in any case animate) bodily motion ("runs on") as well as non-human (inanimate) motion ("flows") or both ("stops"). Being human we naturally identify with manners of motion that we are bodily capable of performing, such as running or stopping.
A human body could only be said to flow in a non-agentive sense, being carried by a motionally dominant force outside of itself. Significandy, the grammetrically contrapuntal phenomenon often described in terms of "running on" is no less often described -invoking the inanimate version of forward movement -as the "flowing over" of syntax at line-end: (8) sentence structure flows over a line ending. 6 (9) lines enjamb (run on) to the next [lines] . 7 This, then, is what constitutes the stock image-metaphor SYNTAX IS A RUNNER underlying such popular terms as run-on line, that is, a verse line characterised by syntax "running on" to the next line, and end-stopped line, or a verse line characterised by the motional stoppage of syntax at the end of the line.
We seem to have a tendency to conceive syntactic motion in terms of running. Now, could we regard this conceptual metaphor as 'generated' from the 'deep structure' of the universally 'generative' conceptual metaphor THE MIND IS A BODY? Perhaps, if we want to draw attention to a possibly deep homology between the cognitive embodiment theory and the Chomskyan generativism so eagerly dismissed by it. If so, one might go on to interpolate the intermediate levels, in the form of the metaphors SENTENCES ARE MOVING BODIES and SYNTACTIC MOTION IS RUNNING, moving step by step closer to the 'semantic surface structure' of the expression "This sentence runs too long".
In any case, whether viewed as being complete with generative network from semantic deep to expressional surface structure or not, the operation of the conceptual metaphor SYNTACTIC MOTION IS RUNNING, would explain the conceptual underpinnings of terminological usage such as evidenced in e.g. run-on as a description of syntactic continuation.
In fact, when speaking of run-on lines, we ought to be more accurate and instead speak of run-on sentences (though not the object of any explicit reflection, this term, along with run-on line and the synonymous enjambment, is used in Tsur 2002), since that which in fact is conceived as an agent running on (or, alternatively, a patient being run-on) is not the line but indeed the sentence contained in the line and moving through it. This usage is an instance of container being identified with the object contained. This identification (amounting to a conceptual foregrounding of syntactic motion) is brought about at the expense of the aesthetic structure of verse, the latter being intrinsically inferior in terms of conceptual deep-rootedness in comparison with the hegemonic structure of syntax. A phenomenal circumstance in favour of hypothesising syntax as conceptually dominant in relation to verse is the fact that it is conceived as characterised by motion and thus, being dynamic, more readily identifiable with the reader as a bodily moving being in language and mind -networked to the conceptual basic level metaphor THE MIND IS A BODY.
In the context of descriptions of grammetrical counterpoint, we may observe how in the syntagmatics of semantically well-formed sentence production, mind-denoting lexemes such as thought and body-denoting lexemes as tongue, voice and eye (while the language-denoting sense/meaning, syntax and word mediate between the conceptual extremes of the "mind-body" spectrum) all exhibit the characteristic of basic commutability. That is to say, they appear interchange-able, being able to trade places without basically altering the sense; they thus seem to belong to a common paradigm:
Prep. Prep. obj.
(10) a thought (11) the thoughts (12) 12 Baum 1923 : 92. 13 Pinsky 1998 : 27. 14 Kinzie 1999 : 4. 15 Perloff 1985 : 122. 16 Drury 1991 : 87. 17 Carruth 1917 : 19. 18 Hartman 1980 : 63. 19 Davie 1960 : 75. 20 Davie 1960 : 75. 21 Holder 1992 When necessary for the sake of syntagmatic comparability, I have taken the Liberty to 'straighten' out the formulations quoted from, such transformations being marked by an asterisk following the relevant words.
in thought, to 'increasingly bodily', as in eye, or as in we as a whole. 23 The scale may thus be interpreted as a conceptual spectrum, the internal structure of which is continuous, perhaps indicative of an implicitly conceived 'mind-body continuum'. This interpretation seems to be strengthened if we look closer at the distribution of syntagmatic subject fillers across paradigmatic semantic domains:
Semantic Domain Subjert Filler Mental thought Linguistic sense/meaning -syntax/sentence -words Bodily tongue -voice; eye; we Indeed, across the Mental, Linguistic and Bodily domains -as expressed across languages, cultures, periods, and verse-artistic references -the various NPs filling their roles as subjects would seem phenomenologically continuous as well, in the sense of more or less overlapping in terms of where they are intuited as naturally 'belonging' in the world as we know and experience it. Such implied phenomenological interrelationships across domain boundaries can be explicated by way of idiomatic analysis. Just as we would naturally say that voice and tongue 'belong' together insofar as the phenomenon of voice is known to be produced by moving the tongue, so we would find it natural to say that tongue and words are likewise linked, indeed causally so, in that we know words to be produced by moving the tongue, and so on; the concepts are idiomatically because experientially linked, so the phenomena of which they conceive are in this way continuous. Alternatively, focusing on the semantics of employed prepositions, we might be interested in noting the different kinds of spatial organisation conceived to inhere in the structure of the verse line as interacting with the moving subject of whatever (mental, linguistic, bodily) phenomenal character. Without going into analytical detail, we may thus note the fact that in some conceptual scenarios the line is imagined as a container more distinctly characterised by 23 Interestingly, in the last two instances, the we as a bodily whole is implicitly identified with the body-part of the eye (or voice) ; in the one case this semantic identification is conveyed by intersentential synonymising (while VP swing is held constant, the variable subject NPs the reading eye or voice/we are being swung into a line of similar semantic constancy), while in the other case the particular manner in which the we is said to move is implicidy conveyed as ocular by way of the verbal particle down, a movement performable only by the reading eye in the given context.
closure (into) than in other, more vaguely conceived scenarios in terms of spatial characteristics (to). As a point of particular interest in the present context we may note the use of around·, the employment of this preposition implies a conception of the spatial characteristic of the line-end as being that of a corner. Significandy, corners are not only structures, they also serve various functions; not least, as we have already seen, the function of hiding. Behind the corner of the line-end, then, hides the syntax to be revealed as having led the reader down the garden path. The character of spatialisation of linearity informing any act of verse reading, no doubt more or less ««consciously, should be a vitally important object of study for a cognitive verse aesthetics and semantics.
We might alter the order of the above table if wishing to focus on other aspects of the phenomenal world of grammetrical movements as expressly conceived. For example, it might interest us to note the various domains of bodily movement invoked by the different (phrasal) verbs (with verbal particles, or motor adverbs) used to describe the motional behaviour of syntax as imagined to take place in the environment of the line. From the level of the most general, as in move (though somewhat specified in terms of direction by particles: on, donni), we might organise the table so as to demonstrate an order of increasing specificity of movement, indeed highly differentiated kinds of nonbodily (flou) and bodily movements, the latter in its turn variously pedal (run, leap), manual (reach) or both (swing). Finally, we should not fail to note that the content of some of these verbal expressions, sometimes including the particle, form the conceptual core of several items of established terminology in different languages: besides run on obviously informing run-on line we observe a piece of evidence rather more significant because cross-linguistic, namely, the verb leap, corresponding to the German equivalent of a run-on line, namely, Zeilensprung, 'line-leap'.
From such conceptual analysis of what appears the structure of realityindeed in the form of imagination -within the framework of the experience of poetic verse-syntax counterpoint, let us now try to grasp the further phenomenological implications of this structure.
Not only does language happen to be an integral part or existential quality of human consciousness, or self-conscious identity, also the quality of motion is the primary characteristic of the body, that which fundamentally characterises the existence of the reader as a physical being moving within the spatial confines of the world as we know it. Bv contrast, the verse line more easilv lends itself to identification with the various external containers of existence in this ver)· world, readily construable as a metaphorical instance of the static confines with which it happens to share such fundamental phenomenal properties, closure being the basic one.
Syntactic movement and containment
As we have seen, the sentence is said to run. Having run its course, it is said to stop. A form of motion in itself, the sentence possesses its own inherent direction, moving from departure to arrival. While the motion starting at the former point is one of running, the motion performed at the latter point is one of stopping, coming to a rest. The latter point is that at which the sentence has run its course, when it ceases to exist. The pause, however, marked in punctuation by the period, indicates no running out of energy; rather, it indicates the intentional articulation of an energy impulse pertaining to the purpose of communication, the division of the utterance into communicatively efficacious units of content. The boundaries of such divisions, as marked by periods, may be perceived as either abrupt or long overdue (as when "this sentence has run too long") or simply as appropriately timed. Whether perceived by the reader as being 'too short' or 'too long', the length of the sentence as marked by the period amounts to the course intended by the writer for it to be run.
In prose, the length (short or long-winded) and internal structure of sentences (paratactic or hypotactic) are primary stylistic tools. In verse, the stylistic forms of sentencing are rivalled by the co-existent ones of lining. Like sentences, lines are conceived as motional forms, energy articulated towards a goal, following a path. In reading, we conceive syntax to be contained within the lines: we say "in this line we have that sentence"; we do not say "in this sentence we have that line". So, the line is the container of the sentence. While a container, the line is at the same time a path for the sentence to run along in accordance with the direction of its own inherent course.
Containers and paths are spatial forms, Gestalts defined by closure. Whereas containers appear intrinsically static, conceptual focus being on the closural feature of separation from outside and inside (the contained), the spatiality of paths is more dynamic in that they carry a strong imaginary implication of temporality, that is, in the form of the time imagined to be implied in the traversing of the space between the path's point of departure and its point of arrival.
Force-dynamic implications of imaginary verse-linear space
In the punctuation of syntax, the period marks a so-calJed major 'syntactic break'. For that matter, it might be called a 'sentence-break'. Incidentally, the end of the verse line may be called a line-break. In cases of coincidence of the two forms of breaking, that of syntax and that of the line, we speak of endstopped lines.
In end-stopping, that which ends is the line, while that which stops is syntax. Now, as we have also seen, if the line ends while syntax does not, we speak of run-on lines. In this case, syntax runs on along its own inherent path, running its own course, running on in spite of the end of the path along which it at the same time runs and in spite of the closure of the container through which it runs, thus forcing its way through the latter formal boundaries in order to complete the motion of its own inherent form. In this way, when speaking of the sentence running on, we conceive syntax as a body whose motion thus 
Poetic counterpoint, salience and the struggle for existence
Apparently in possession of a cognitive tendency to identify contained objects with the forms that contain them, we are not likely to find unnatural the description of end-stopped lines as "self-contained" (Lennard 2005: 155) . As we know, what is the case in end-stopping is not syntax being contained in itself but, of course, in the line. However, due to the end of the line coinciding and thus seemingly "reinforcing" that of the sentence, the latter form is seen as contained in itself, implying, conversely, that the former is not seen. Indeed, by way of its formal coincidence (appearing coterminous) with syntax, verse is rendered invisible, pushed into the momentary oblivion of the perceptual background, due to the focus on the motion of the sentence. As thus becomes apparent, as long as the formal boundaries of the verse line coincide with those of the sentence, the former are de-opacitised and so become transparent. Only when interfering with the course of syntax by getting in its way does the end of the line attract attention to itself, causing readerly perception to focus on the line as a line. Only in conflict, then, by challenging the semiotic hegemony of natural language can the aesthetic structure of verse assert its perceptual existence. Only in counterpoint, the phenomenal point of verse as such is to be perceived. That is to say, as a point of structural salience. Since language can exist without verse, but not the other way around, the latter system is forced into a struggle for its very existence, conceptually as well as perceptually, by challenging the basic structural, meaning-generating unit of language, that is, the sentence, by resisting systematic conformity to the boundaries constituting that very unit. So, when coinciding with the punctuation of syntax, the punctuation of verse will be seen to reinforce an already thoroughly hegemonic system, one so ingrained in consciousness as to be in need of no 'artificial' support; verse, in other words, is weakened. If all versification had always been one of systematic end-stopping, the verse line would not be the central concept of an independent system of human articulation. The independence of verse, and thus its power as a semiotic tool, rests on the fact that we are capable of conceiving it apart from language, even if never in actual separation from language, as a force working on language. Therefore, the versificational deployment of systematic end-stopping would be a self-effacing way of versifying, a way of semiotic suicide. In force-dynamic terms, an agonist vanquishing its own antagonistic self.
